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Welcome to CPH LIVE 2023. Where should you fly? Locally of course!  

Why fly locally? 

✓ Short flight time, enhancing amount of sectors you can do in a day 

✓ Stunning scenery available from several high profile developers 

✓ Guarantied staffing at all Danish airports 

Top destinations 

- Aalborg (EKYT) 

o A short 40 minute flight with 737 or A320, with a beautiful approach over the fjord splitting the 

city of Aalborg into two parts. Visual approach can easily be made to this part military and part 

civil airport. Aalborg will be fully staffed for the event 

- Billund (EKBI)  

o The second largest airport in Denmark, and home of LEGO, who build the airport specifically for 

their exports. Today, it serves many major airlines, and is a mere 40 minute flight with SAS or 

Norwegian from Copenhagen. Located in the middle of Jutland, with green fields everywhere. 

Billund will be fully staffed for the event 

- Aarhus 

o Small local airport serving the second largest city of Denmark. It is the shortest sector from 

Copenhagen with just 30 minutes. Freeware scenery for Vidan Design is available!  

- Bornholm (EKRN) 

o Small island south of Sweden, but belonging to Denmark. Cute airport in green surroundings with 

just one runway, and 3 stands. Fun to fly to, and just a mere 35 minutes away. 

- Sonderborg (EKSB) 

o The only AFIS airport in Denmark with commercial service. Located just out to the sea with one 

short and narrow runway, normally served by ATR or Dash, but also able to support up to 737 and 

A320. If this is your thing, this airport is the best. 

- Hamburg 

o The closest international airport from Copenhagen. Just 1 hour flight away, it serves for the pilots 

longing for a more busy experience. 

- Gothenburg 

o The second largest airport in Sweden, just within a good half our from Copenhagen. Serviced by 

SAS in real life, but you can fly with just about anyone there! 
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Airport info:  

Airport Flight time Airlines Common A/C type and Airline Leading scenery 
developer 

Available for 

Billund (EKBI) 00:40 SAS,Norwegian A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 Simnord MSFS,P3D,XP 

Aalborg (EKYT) 00:45 SAS,Norwegian A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 Simnord MSFS,P3D,XP 

Aarhus (EKAH) 00:30 SAS A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 Simnord MSFS,P3D,XP 

Bornholm (EKRN) 00:35 SAS,DAT A320,737,MD80,ATR,Dash 8 Simnord MSFS,P3D,XP 

Sonderborg (EKSB) 00:40 Alsie Express ATR, Dash8, 737 Simnord MSFS,P3D,XP 

Hamburg (EDDH) 01:00 SAS A320,737,CRJ,ATR,Dash 8 Aerosoft, Justsim MSFS,P3D,XP 

Esbjerg (EKEB) 00:50 N/A ATR OnFinal MSFS,P3D 

Karup (EKKA) 00:40 DAT ATR,MD80,A320,A321 Flightsim.to MSFS 

Gothenburg (ESGG) 00:40 SAS ATR,A320,A321 Orbx MSFS,P3D,XP 

 

Scenery 

We recommend the splendid sceneries from SimNord, if visiting Danish airports. All airports on this list (except 

EKEB & EKKA) has been made to MSFS, P3D and XP11, in stunning details. See more here 

For Hamburg (EDDH) Justsim or Aerosoft are currently the best representations on the market. ESGG has a 

beautiful rendition by Orbx 

Airlines 

- Scandinavian Airlines 
o Biggest and most common carrier. While SAS normally used CRJ and ATR for their domestic 

operation, it is also common to see an A320, or even a 737 once in a while, meaning you can 

choose basically any aircraft of SAS’ fleet 

- Norwegian Airlines 
o Second largest carrier. Operating a pure 737 fleet making your options limited, But all routes and 

well suited for 737 operation 

- Danish Air Transport 
o DAT is a Danish charter and scheduled airline, operating a variety of aircrafts. While they normally 

operate domestic sectors with ATR42/72, they have both MD-82, A320 and A321, which you can 

easily choose as well 

- Jettime 
o Danish Wetlease airline. Because of the nature of this company you can embark in their 737-300, 

737-700 or 737-800 and basically operate any sector inside of Denmark, only your imagination 

sets the limit 

- Sunclass (Thomas Cook Scandinavia) 
o “Viking” as the callsign states, is a wetlease/charter company like Jettime, giving you the same 

opportunities except it will require the use of your A321 instead. If you are really keen, you may 

even do a ferry flight on their A330 around Denmark. 

Planning 

 We recommend using Simbrief to plan your flight to local airports. 

 

Enjoy your flight! 

http://www.simnord.dk/
http://www.simnord.dk/
http://www.simnord.dk/
http://www.simnord.dk/
http://www.simnord.dk/
http://www.aerosoft.com/
https://secure.simmarket.com/justsim-hamburg-airport-eddh-v2-for-p3d-v5.phtml
http://www.flightsim.to/
http://www.orbx.com/
http://www.vidandesign.dk/

